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Man Francisco: A Tribute to Men 
A new comedy web series about San Francisco’s tech scene and the people who 
live, work, and date in it. Primary target demographic is young adults, age 25-34, 
all genders. 

Creators: Alexandra Feldman, a straight woman from San Francisco, who recently 
left tech to be a writer and producer, and her twin sister, Robin Feldman, a gay 
woman from L.A. who works as an editor in commercial production and plays guitar 
in rock bands. 

Why watch? Here’s what people have been saying about Man Francisco: 
“I cried from laughing” 
“Thanks, I hate it. Hurts so good, A+” 
“I just binged all of these episodes instead of making my lunch, these are 
amazing!” 
“I literally paused it three separate times because I needed time to laugh out loud.” 

History: Man Francisco is the brain child of Alex Feldman, based on her life in tech 
and trying to date in SF. She and her sister, Robin, have been writing Man Francisco 
screenplays for over three years, and began filming in September of 2019. The 
first five episodes were released on April 1st, 2020, and more are coming 
in the next months. 

How to watch: Full Episodes are on YouTube (playlist, channel) and IGTV (IG 
account is @manfranciscoseries). Trailer for April 1st premiere here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kICZxQX1BCc&list=PL8H__4iLIetC7WoIVeGKaGIuBerbIzt9s&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDMxkg6qa6tq_NwmvzfCbJA
https://www.instagram.com/manfranciscoseries/channel/
https://www.instagram.com/manfranciscoseries/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyxuULUsehE
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Episodes 
Man Francisco released its first five sketches on April 1st, 2020. As an ongoing web 
series, more episodes will be published on a regular basis throughout the year. 

Snoopers Anonymous 

CAMPY AND VULNERABLE, AND SO RELATABLE 

“It's hard to give up, we know. The feeling of power, the rush you get when you find 
something juicy... but what do you do when the snooping starts to get out of 
control? When it becomes your whole life? Well, in Man Francisco, you join a 
support group. Naturally.” 

Watch Snoopers Anonymous on YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EoISLe31w4c
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Not Talking 

SATIRICAL, BUT ALSO HELPFUL! 

  
“From the medical thought leaders of Man Francisco, a new miracle cure is quickly 
gaining popularity: Not Talking! It’s safe, easy, and effective, so what are you 
waiting for? Ask your doctor if Not Talking is right for you. Side effects include: 
Nothing. You’ll be fine.” 

Watch Not Talking on YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJMl6lz8nDg
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The Allegations 

FEMINIST COMEDY FOR SNOWFLAKES 

“Meet Sarah and Dan. They both work at LegitCoin (a stealth crypto startup 
building a centralized version of Bitcoin). They're basically work spouses. But 
something's up with Dan, and Sarah wants to know why he’s being so flaky. What's 
he hiding?” 

Watch The Allegations on YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbOscVzNlcQ
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Secret Southeast Asia Travel Society 

CULTURAL CONSPIRACIES AND THE PERFORMANCE OF LEISURE 

“You know that friend who comes back from a backpacking trip in Southeast Asia 
and is like, suddenly enlightened? But you're not sure if they actually "found 
themselves," or if this was just maybe the first time they've set foot outside of 
Western culture? Yeah, this skit is about them.” 

Watch Secret Southeast Asia Traveler Society on YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kICZxQX1BCc&t=1s
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Where Are All the Good Men? 
SCARY AND ROMANTIC WITH A SCI-FI VIBE 

“Dating in San Francisco is hard for women. Yes, the odds are good, but the goods 
are mostly grown-ass men who still can’t take care of themselves, as the saying 
goes. But this city is so welcoming and accommodating to smart people who want 
to change the world, so where are all the good men? Is it possible they just… don’t 
survive?” 

Watch Where Are All the Good Men on YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uhl9MN8x5BY
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Biographies 
 Man Francisco is made by twin sister duo, Alexandra (Alex) and Robin 
Feldman. Alex is a straight woman living in San Francisco and Robin is a gay 
woman living in Los Angeles, so who better to tell the story of the men of San 
Francisco?  
 Alex and Robin grew up in Colorado as the only children of a dietician and an 
engineer. Winters were spent skiing and summers were spent staying up late to 
watch Letterman; after graduating college, they both made their way to California 
to start careers. Alex went into tech, and Robin went behind-the-scenes in 
Hollywood. 
 Alex, the older twin, is the Silicon Valley gal. As a techie-turned-artist, she’s 
been immersed in the “real” Man Francisco for over six years, working, dating, 
making friends through the a cappella scene, and meeting more than her fair share 
of “mengineers.” Alex first moved to San Francisco to work for Dropbox, after 
getting a computer science degree from Brown and doing a couple of years at 
Microsoft. While at Dropbox, she did a variety of things, from engineering, to 
business growth, to developer evangelism, even producing a few in-house musicals 
along the way. While the tech life was great, Alex’s long-burning passion for writing 
and producing shows just wouldn’t go away. She left Dropbox in March of 2019 to 
work on Man Francisco full time, and hasn’t looked back. All along the way, her 
sister, Robin, was itching to help the show become a reality. 
 Robin went south after leaving Colorado, to Occidental College in L.A. (She’s 
the younger twin, but honestly, does that even matter? Twins are the same age!) 
After graduating with a degree in art history, she started working in the film and 
commercial industry, and has been doing that for over nine years. She shares a 
passion for comedy with Alex, and when the two finally decided to make Man 
Francisco, it was clear that their skills were extremely complementary. Robin is the 
behind-the-camera person; her time on Hollywood commercial sets and in the 
editing room has made her a very skilled producer. On set she’s the director, 
cinematographer, and frequent DOP, and in post-production she does all of the 
editing. Robin also brings her musical talents to Man Francisco, composing original 
scores and doing sound design. She’s a regular in L.A.’s indie rock scene, and was a 
guitarist and performer in bands such as The Menstruators, No Girlfriends, and 
most recently her solo project, ”Robin de Blah.” 
 As creative partners and co-producers, Alex and Robin each bring their 
unique style to Man Francisco. Alex’s musical theater background adds a streak of 
nerd humor and camp to the sketches. Robin balances that out with her punk-rock 
vibes and a penchant for dark comedy. As a result, Man Francisco is a vibrant and 
curious world, shot through a lens with a fresh female perspective. 
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Alex Feldman, 2020 
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Robin Feldman, 2019 
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Promotional Information 

Promotional copy 

Short (<140 characters) 

Man Francisco, “A Tribute to Men,” is a new sketch comedy web series, inspired by 
real experiences of women trying to work and date in SF.

Medium (<100 words) 

Man Francisco is a new sketch-comedy web series that self-describes as “a tribute 
to men.” With five episodes out, and more to come, these short vignettes shine a 
comedic light on the city, make you laugh-out-loud, and put you on the edge of 
your seat. From poignant tributes to technology, deep-dives on politics and gender 
issues, and even uplifting stories of dating, Man Francisco tells the tales of the real 
people behind our phone screens. You may realize these software people are more 
relatable than you thought.

Long (<250 words)

Man Francisco is a new comedy web series that shines a light on the remarkable 
characters of San Francisco. These are the real human beings of Silicon Valley, the 
actual people who make up the tech world. If you’ve ever wondered who’s behind 
all the apps and websites you use, Man Francisco knows — and tells their stories. 

Each episode is a short vignette featuring different residents of San Francisco (not 
all men!). There’s Layla, a woman of questionable morals who's taken it upon 
herself to date every good guy in the city; Nina, who just got back from her first 
Burning Man only to witness a close friend get abducted by a cult; or Jasmine, 
who's learning that her life can still have drama and value, even if she doesn’t 
snoop on her boyfriend's text messages. Each character takes the viewer on a ride 
through their slightly bizarre and fantastical world, teaching us something about 
relationships and technology.

Is the world ready to learn the truth about the real life of techies? Perhaps, but in 
case it’s not, Man Francisco will ease you into it. Man Francisco is what would 
happen if Portlandia and Silicon Valley decided to do a startup together, but when 
they pitched their world-changing app idea, the investors advised, “why don’t you 
just stick to comedy?” Some may say it’s feminist, but actually, it’s more of a 
tribute to men. We hope they like it. 
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Metrics 

 
BTS photos 

Robin and Alex on set for Man Francisco 

Views - Over 1,000 views across all videos in first week

- Over 2,100 views across all channels as of May 12, 2020

Demographics 52% Female / 48% Male

85% 25-34 years, 15% 35-44 years
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Above: Robin films actors Benjamin 

Rafael Garcia and Howard Petrick, both 
regulars in the Bay Area theater scene, 

in a local cafe. 

Left: Shooting a scene for “The 
Allegations” in a men’s bathroom. 
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Man Francisco film crews are often entirely female, such as this one with sound 
engineer Sonia Mokhtari (left), PA Alexa Morreale, director Robin Feldman, and DP 

Alix Lundy. 
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Interview Resources 
Sample interview with creators Alex and Robin 

1. What Inspired you to make Man Francisco? 

Robin: Man Francisco is an answer to a question. Several questions actually, all 
revolving around the relationship between masculinity, technology, and power. 
There are very few people left in the world who haven’t had their daily lives 
significantly affected by the work of people in San Francisco, and yet barely anyone 
outside of the hallowed Bay Bubble really understand what that means, what’s at 
stake, and who is making the decisions. With levity and humility and not without a 
touch of sarcasm, Man Francisco is here to pull back the curtain for all to see that 
this world is not so far beyond criticism. 

2. What have been some of your defining experiences in San Francisco? Do 
they come up in the show? 

Alex: My entire life is basically on display in Man Francisco, though I do hope we 
hid some of the tangible details. I moved here in 2014, recently single, to work for 
one of the coolest emerging startups, and I literally felt like I was walking on to a 
movie set. I felt like I had just switched schools and was suddenly part of the 
popular crowd, but I didn’t know why. People were incredibly friendly, energetic, 
ambitious — everyone was always doing something, striving for that illusive feeling 
of “impact,” inviting you to a million events on Facebook and talking about how they 
were going to change the world. This seemed to be the case for everyone I knew, 
and yet we were still so unsure of ourselves, chasing that elusive feeling of 
validation that comes from hard numbers — likes, upvotes, matches, connections, 
etc. And dating? Oh, that is a whole other ballgame. Let’s just say, I had to learn 
how to keep my standards high. We definitely put some of the worst examples in 
the show. 

Robin: Working intimately in the tech world while living in the carefully curated life 
of a San Franciscan is an experience that may never grace this world again. It is a 
point of intersection between utopian counter-culture and dystopian power 
dynamics. The influence that some of these companies exert is greater and more 
extensive than most modern-day governments, and yet they seemingly have no 
one to answer to. What recourse has Facebook and Twitter faced for allowing the 
disease-like spread of disinformation to forever compromise our civilization? While 
many tech leaders, entrepreneurs, and engineers have altruistic visions, the 
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nightmare that many of their endeavors threaten to unleash is not only unbearable, 
but is already happening all over the world. Why is it that so much power and 
influence is concentrated in such a small geographic location, and who are the 
people who work to build this monoliths? What are their lives like? Are they normal 
people, just like anyone else? Or… are they, in some way, special? 

Alex: I think what Robin means to say is, yes, a lot of her experiences with San 
Francisco come up in the show. 

3. What were some of the goals you had in making this web series, and 
what do you hope people take away from it? 

Robin: We are a comedy web series, strictly speaking, but we’d like to see real-life 
changes take effect, whether or not Man Francisco has anything to do with them. It 
is not the first time nor the last time that artists have used comedy to discuss and 
measure serious topics. We need meaningful legislation on the federal level to avert 
the major and dangerous threats to democracy being seeded and spread within 
these technology companies, and real social safety nets for the people being 
displaced everyday due to the housing crisis happening right now in San Francisco. 
But for now, Man Francisco wants to lay bare the pitfalls of having a world built for 
engineers. 

Alex: There’s a lot of societal change I’d like to see, but there are a few areas 
where I feel Man Francisco can truly have an impact. One of my main goals was to 
have this be a home-grown artistic project. I want to showcase the people who 
traditionally have not been front-and-center in media representations of the tech 
world. In writing, I try to focus on stories either about women, or told from a 
woman’s perspective. Our future episodes will also tell the stories of more non-
gender conforming folks, people of color, the LGBTQ community, etc. Mainstream 
media has done a great job of telling the stories of white male startup dudes, so 
Man Francisco is stepping up to tell the stories of rest (and trust me, there are tons 
of interesting stories). We put our money where our mouths are in our 
collaborators, too. We work with primarily Bay Area actors, our crew is almost 
entirely women, and our growing casting pool is diverse in age, race, gender, 
ability, and more. In fact, we sometimes have trouble finding actors who are 
straight white men— I’m sure they’re out there, but it’s just so hard to find ones 
who meet the bar, you know? 

4. Any scenes or sketches that were particularly challenging to film? Why? 
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Robin: Our production style is strictly guerilla. We have almost no budget although 
we do pay everyone who helps us out, crew, and actors. But San Francisco has 
been wonderful. While our philosophy errs on the “better to ask for forgiveness 
than permission” side, we have yet to issue any apologies. Shooting in offices on 
weekend, in parks, and on trails, we are delighted to find people who are merely 
curious as to what we are doing, and not seeking to hamper or hinder our 
productions. 

5. You live in different cities but still work on this TV show together. 
What’s your writing and producing process, and how do you 
collaborate? 

Alex: Well, my former employer would probably be happy to know we are Dropbox 
power users. The sharing and collaborating features are extremely useful — time-
stamped comments, shared folders with organization, space for all our drafts and 
videos and promotional graphics. It all starts with the writing, though. Robin and I 
are constantly talking about ideas for sketches, and eventually the favorites bubble 
up to the top. That’s when I’ll start writing a script. My writing process is, “force 
yourself to sit down and put words on the screen or NO TREATS.” My pages usually 
require a lot of iteration. Once a script is in the soft draft stage, I’ll get some actors 
to do a table read, and then make a few more changes if necessary before casting 
and scheduling a shoot. When Robin writes a script, it seems to just burst forth 
from her head almost completely formed, and my job is to just read it and say, 
“yep, looks amazing, when do you wanna film?” For shoots, Robin comes up to SF, 
and we do a scene or two per day. Robin then does all the editing, sound design, 
etc., and I do the promotion, so that part is pretty separate. We have yet to have 
any huge creative disagreements (knock on wood). 

6. What’s next for Man Francisco? 

Alex: There are about fifteen or twenty written sketches that I’d love to film, so 
we’re just figuring out when we can make those shoots happen. The next episodes 
will continue to play with gender dynamics, dating, workplace stuff, and we’ll start 
bringing some characters back to see what they’re up to next. I’m especially 
excited to continue Layla’s journey (the one who dates all the good men). There will 
be more cult-like leaders, more unintended consequences of technology, and more 
explorations of what it’s like to be a man in this city. Oh, and we’re gonna write 
about modern-day witches who dwell in San Francisco. That’s gonna be fun. 
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Robin: Beyond the first season of short-form comedy, I’d love to do seasons with 
longer storylines and multi-episode plots. In addition to focusing on the people of 
the tech world, we’d explore loneliness, parenthood, and the more vile parts of the 
patriarchy. It’s still early days, but there are a lot of things happening in the Man 
Francisco universe. 

Robin, left, and Alex, circa 2015 

Contact Information 
Producers:    Alexandra Feldman and Robin Feldman 
Email:    manfranciscocasting@gmail.com 
Phone number:   303-589-4059 
Website:    www.manfrancisco.com 
Social media accounts:  Instagram @manfranciscoseries

mailto:manfranciscocasting@gmail.com
http://www.manfrancisco.com
https://www.instagram.com/manfranciscoseries/
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